1st Annual STAMFORD EXHIBITION FRONTIERS 2022

4:30-4:40 pm: Welcome and Introductions


4:45–4:50: Jake Winter, Mohamed Reaj Uddin, Jamison Cote, and Solange Wright: *WKNDR: AI Curated Weekend Trips*; Research advisor: Tara Watrous

4:50-4:55: Abigail Ricketts: *First-Generation College Students at UConn Stamford*; Research advisors: Laura Bunyan and Ingrid Semaan

4:55–5:00: Sabrina Uva: *Virtual Reality Refit in the Stamford Landscape*; Research advisor: Tara Watrous

5:00-5:05: Matthew Gilshteyn: *How will Infrastructure Act Impact Nuclear Energy Production Costs?*; Research advisor: Natalia Smirnova

5:05-5:10: Karus Sabio: *I Can Be Me, When I See Me: A Cloak of Invisibility*; Research advisor: Beth Ginsberg


5:15-5:20: Sabrina Uva: *The Effect of Anti-Racism Engagement on the Psychological Adjustment among Emerging Adults during the COVID-19 Pandemic*; Research advisor: Annamaria Csizmadia

5:20-5:30: Recognition of students and mentors & Closing remarks

Thank you to the staff, faculty, students, and student workers for helping to make this event and these projects possible!